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Tycoon Dog is a NJ/NYC-based band that makes fun, family-friendly music touching on rock, 
blues, reggae, funk, soul, pop, hillbilly country and other vibes.  
 
Featuring musicians Scott Bailey (vocals & guitar), Deb Craft & Alisa B. Anderson (vocals & 
percussion), Joe Piteo (drums), Nate Stevens (bass), Ken Sidotti (keyboards), and Sean 
Harkness (lead guitar), Tycoon Dog has earned excellent press and radio play in numerous 
markets (see below) and has years of experience pleasing crowds of nearly every age and 
description. 
  
After performing hundreds of shows in the northeast, mid-Atlantic and mid-western states,  
and sharing stages with many of the best classic and newer bands in the roots/rock/improv 
tradition (including Dark Star Orchestra, David Nelson, The Byrds, Max Creek, Gordon  
Stone, members of Steely Dan and many more), Tycoon Dog now performs 15-25 free 
outdoor concerts each year in the NJ/NYC area. 
      
You can learn more about Tycoon Dog at www.tycoondog.com and on Facebook. 
 
        

a sampling of RADIO STATIONS  
that have PLAYed TYCOON DOG: 
 
K-ROK 100.9     Syracuse, NY 
WRHO 89.7       Oneonta, NY (Hartwick College) 
WGCC 90.7       Batavia, NY (Genesee Comm. Coll.) 
WDWN 89.1      Auburn, NY (Auburn Comm. College) 
WLIU 88.3         Southampton, NY (S'hampton Coll.) 
WCWP 88.1      Brookville, NY (CW Post Campus)  
WMPG 90.9      Portland, ME 
WMPG 104.1    Portland, ME 
WTOS 105.1     Portland. ME 
WBSR 88.1       Providence, RI (Brown U.) 
WMRQ 104.1    Hartford, CT 
WRTC 89.3       Hartford, CT 
KDHX 88.1        St. Louis, MO 
KXUA 88.3        Fayetteville, AR (Arkansas U.)  
WQNR 99.9      Auburn, AL 
Radio 98.6        Berlin, GERMANY 
 
To discuss bookings or other matters with 
Tycoon Dog, please contact Scott Bailey by 
phone at 917-612-0728 or via email at 
scott@tycoondog.com. 

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS: 
 
 
"Extremely interesting...intelligent, thought-provoking 
lyrics...infectious grooves...punchy rhythms and flickering guitar 
leads...well worth investigating."   
RELIX magazine 
 
"Takes a classic rock sensibility and fuses it with modern day 
hooks and grooves...instrumentally the band is economical and 
precise, although it still manages to infuse the songs with 
intricate instrumental embellishments...spunky rock (with) 
alluring melody."  RELIX magazine 
 
"Bound to make a few ears perk up...Bailey's voice (is) effective 
and distinct...as is his thoughtful lyricism...hook-
laden...punctuated by distinctive breaks...you will find 
something familiar and pleasing in Tycoon Dog - something 
that may resemble your emotions and moods - and you may 
catch yourself singing it in the hallway."  Paul Pearson, 
Jambands.com 
 
"Infuses playful rock with melodic improvisation and a serious 
set of bone-digging grooves...boasting smart lyricism, dynamic 
vocals, and a talented guitarist with a strong southern pedigree, 
Tycoon Dog stands out..."  Rob Hillard, Jambands.com 

 


